
Single Season Sitcoms Of The 1980s: A
Nostalgic Look Back
The 1980s was a golden age for television, with a wide variety of shows
that appealed to all tastes. From family sitcoms to action-packed dramas,
there was something for everyone on the small screen. But amidst all the
long-running hits, there were also a number of single season sitcoms that
left their mark on pop culture.
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These shows may have only lasted one season, but they featured some of
the most iconic characters and storylines in television history. From the
superhero antics of 'The Greatest American Hero' to the heartwarming
family dynamics of 'My Two Dads,' these shows captured the zeitgeist of
the 1980s and left a lasting legacy.

The Greatest American Hero
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One of the most iconic single season sitcoms of the 1980s is 'The Greatest
American Hero.' The show starred William Katt as Ralph Hinkley, a mild-
mannered teacher who is given a super suit by aliens. Ralph must use his
newfound powers to fight crime and protect the innocent, while also trying
to keep his secret identity a secret.

'The Greatest American Hero' was a critical and commercial success, and it
spawned a number of catchphrases that are still used today. The show's
theme song, "Believe It or Not," was a Top 10 hit, and it is still considered
one of the most iconic songs of the 1980s.



My Two Dads

Another beloved single season sitcom of the 1980s is 'My Two Dads.' The
show starred Paul Reiser and Greg Evigan as Michael and Joey, two men
who find out that they are both the father of Nicole, a young girl who was
conceived through artificial insemination.
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'My Two Dads' was a heartwarming comedy that explored the complexities
of family relationships. The show was praised for its positive portrayal of
single parents and for its realistic depiction of the challenges of raising a
child.

Paul Reiser and Greg Evigan as Michael and Joey in 'My Two Dads.'

Other Notable Single Season Sitcoms Of The 1980s
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In addition to 'The Greatest American Hero' and 'My Two Dads,' there were
a number of other single season sitcoms that aired in the 1980s. These
shows may not have been as well-known, but they still left their mark on
pop culture.

Some of the other notable single season sitcoms of the 1980s include:

The Duck Factory (1984)

E/R (1984)

It's a Living (1985)

The New Leave It to Beaver (1985)

Perfect Strangers (1986)

Head of the Class (1986)

ALF (1986)

The Wonder Years (1988)

Roseanne (1988)

The single season sitcoms of the 1980s were a unique and memorable part
of television history. These shows may have only lasted one season, but
they left an indelible mark on pop culture. From the superhero antics of
'The Greatest American Hero' to the heartwarming family dynamics of 'My
Two Dads,' these shows captured the zeitgeist of the 1980s and left a
lasting legacy.
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